Before embarking on a day of fun, read the instructions below:
To start with, make sure that the skipper on board is sober at all times! This is for a safe journey.
-Children without a swimming certificate are recommended to wear a life jacket (these are on
board)
-Keep a close eye on everything during the trip, look back regularly, maybe a ship will approach
you and pass you just when you want to cross.
-Keep to starboard shore as much as possible, are you in doubt about the priority rules/situation?
Pull the boat to a halt and let the opposing team decide this is the safest way at the time.
-Never cross in front of an inland vessel (large work vessel) always cross behind
Try to cross as much as possible at right angles so that you quickly cross the waterway and other
skippers can estimate your maneuver
-There are 2 fast sailing areas on the Veerse meer at Wolphaartsdijk and at Veere. These are
indicated with yellow buoys. Watch out, water sports can be practiced here and water scooters
and speedboats sail at high speed
-Try to stay within the red and green barrels (the fairway) as much as possible
Outside the fairway it can become very shallow and there may be fishing nets/traps and stones.
(Note: if help is needed from us, this will be charged if it can be demonstrated that this is force
majeure (eg defects in the boat).
-The permitted sailing area for the Veerse meer boat is only the Veerse Meer itself. So it is not
allowed to go through the locks.
-Take care of the environment. Do not throw waste into the water. There are plenty of trash cans
on the islands where the waste can be thrown away, we also have a trash can on board. Use it!
-Damage or calamities? report this immediately on 0619406138.
-Try to collect as many photos/evidence as possible in case of calamities
-Do not leave the boat unattended.
-Hand in the boat neat, clean and on time. Otherwise, unnecessary costs will be charged! from
€35
-The maximum speed on the Veerse meer is 15 km per hour
-The boat can therefore go up to 15 km per hour, when mooring make sure you do this QUIET,
try to moor with the head in the wind (if the wind blows a bit harder). Pull the ship completely
still 15 meters before the mooring position and then gently sail towards the jetty. This way you
can estimate your speed better and moor calmly. Make sure the fenders hang out around the
boat and make sure the boat is properly moored. (see instruction video)
-The supplied items of the packages are expected to be returned in the condition in which they
were delivered. (cool boxes, champagne glasses + cooler, BBQ) Empty bottles supplied by us
may be left in the cool box. Other waste in the trash can, if it is full, please put it in closed bags.
(are present) if the above is not observed, this will be charged.
-Pets are not allowed
-No more than 12 people on the boat
-Forbidden to enter marinas
-Lay front bimini top flat during BBQ.
-excessive alcohol consumption is not allowed.
-narcotics are not allowed on the boat.
-Our terms and conditions apply
If we have to assist through negligence, additional costs will be charged.
We can also sail around on the Veerse lake in case of nuisance etc. we will intervene
Please note: there is a lot of police control on the Veerse Meer!
TIP are you stuck? Try to disembark as many people as possible, this ensures that the boat gets
less draft then try to sail backwards
Do you have other questions? Inform by mail info@veersemeerboot.nl

